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Governmental COVID-19 Response
Legislative Action
Supplemental appropriations
and direct payments to
individuals and businesses.
Some provisions extend into
FY 2024.

Policy Actions
• Defense Production Act
• Memos and guidance
• Telework
• Contractor management
• Contracting regulations
• Cybersecurity
• Critical infrastructure

Procurement Activities
• Emergency contracting
strategies
• Tracking COVID-19
spending
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Federal COVID-19 Funding Overview
In March 2020, Congress passed 3 major bills providing over $2.2T in supplemental funding to
expand the scope of the federal government’s COVID-19 medical and economic response.

$8.3B
Coronavirus Preparedness
and Response Supplemental
Appropriations Act, 2020
To develop vaccines and
diagnostics, procure
necessary medical products,
provide a safety net for small
businesses and provide
international support.

A Breakdown of the Coronavirus
Preparedness and Response
Supplemental Appropriations Act

Mar
$2.5B

ch Coronavirus
Families First
Response Act,6,2020 (Division A)
202
To expand support
0 for nutrition and
food programs, expand disease
exposure control plans protecting
healthcare workers, expand
employee paid leave benefits and
increase medical assistance.

Legislative Snapshot: Supplemental
Funding for Coronavirus Response

$2.2T
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security Act
(CARES) (“Stimulus”)
To provide financial and food
assistance to individuals and
businesses, additional funding to
hospitals and healthcare workers,
resources for stockpiling medical
equipment, requirements for
medical coverage for COVID-19
testing, and additional paid leave
and student loan provisions.
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Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES)
The stimulus bill provides funding and policy directives for COVID-19 response,
many of which require contractor support:

Medical
Equipment

Cyber

Personal
Protective
Equipment

Telehealth
Capabilities

Medical
Research

Operational
Support

Testing and
Diagnostics

Telework
Capabilities

Health
Worker
Training

Admin/
Program
support

Cleaning
Services
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Closer Look: Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
Act (CARES) – Major Provisions
»

»

Direct payments
» $1,200 for individual filers making less than $75K
» $2,400 for married, joint filers making less than $150K
» $500 per child
» Also available to those with no income (e.g. SSI)
Unemployment
» Extra $600/week for 4 months to people already on unemployment
» Expands UI to those who can’t work due to sickness or caring for a sick family member, the selfemployed and those without an extensive work history.
Establishes $150B Coronavirus Relief Fund for direct payments to state, local and tribal governments.

»

$130B for hospitals (PPE, ventilators, telehealth, drug R&D, training for treating elderly patients)

»

»

Requires administration to keep track of PPE stockpiles of critical medical equipment such as PPE
and ventilators.

»

Suspends fed student loan payments until 9/30 with no interest. Also covers students who have to drop out
of school because of the virus.

»

Increases funding for food assistance.
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Closer Look: Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security Act (CARES) – Major Provisions
»

Business Support
» Provides $367B in small business loans, with each loan capped at $10M. It can be used to pay
employees making up to $100K.
» Deferred employer payroll taxes
» Development of small business resource centers
» Provides funding to cover airline employee compensation
» Increases farm subsidies

»

Funds Oversight Board and Inspectors General to provide oversight on fund disbursement and use.

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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COVID-19 Funding: Top Departments

Source: Congress.gov, Deltek

Includes state, local and tribal grants and loans
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Federal Response Overview
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COVID-19 Funding: Funding Categories
$B

» Economic Recovery: Tax rebates, unemployment
insurance expansion, business loans and support,
food assistance, housing assistance
» Medical Care and Countermeasures: Vaccines,
therapeutics, diagnostics, medical equipment and
supplies, and other medical services
» Emergency Management/Response: Emergency
management grants, coordination, emergency
National Guard deployment

» Admin/Operational Support: O&M services, IT,
telework, telehealth, administrative support,
operations support, cleaning services
» Education: Elementary, secondary and higher
education funding, health care worker training

» AEC: Minor construction, renovations
» Oversight: operations of Offices of Inspectors General
Source: Congress.gov, Deltek
Includes funding across all 3 COVID-19 response bills ©©Deltek,
Deltek,Inc.
Inc.All
AllRights
RightsReserved.
Reserved.
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Contracting Implications: OMB and Agency COVID-19 Guidance
Contractor Cash
Flow

Contractor Costs
Agency contracting officers have leeway to adjust contracts to include “equitable
adjustment” clauses to cover contractor costs incurred by protecting employees or
performance disruptions due to government COVID-19 actions.
The CARES Act Allows agencies to modify contracts to reimburse contractors for paid
leave the contractor provides to keep employees unable to work on site or telework in a
ready state.

DOD Progress Payment Rates
DOD increased progress payment rates to 90% for large businesses and 95% for small
businesses.

Small Business
Set-Asides

Clarifies expectations under the Stafford Act, which encourages contracting officers to
give set-aside preference to companies local to the area of a national emergency.
Given that the emergency is nation-wide, the Stafford Act does not apply but OMB
plans to review in light of the impact of COVID-19 on small business contractors.
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Contracting Implications: OMB and Agency COVID-19 Guidance
Contract
Performance

Excusable Delays
If contractors miss contract milestones due to personnel being under quarantine due to
exposure to the virus (whether or not related to the performance of the contract),
agencies can extend contracts based on “excusable delay” clauses in the FAR.

Contractor Telework

Agencies are strongly encouraged to work with contractor employees in expanding
telework where feasible, and consider modifying contracts that do not currently allow for
telework, as well as offering flexibility in regarding contract deadlines for work that
contractor employees cannot perform remotely.

Operational Re-alignment and Critical Infrastructure Activities
Agencies must identify mission-essential functions and adjust operations and services
to redirect prioritize all resources towards slowing COVID-19 and maintaining critical
activities. DHS clarified critical infrastructure sectors to prioritize.

Tech for Mission Continuity
Agencies should use collaboration tools to facilitate ongoing mission support and
employee communication, increase focus on cybersecurity and offer some leniency
regarding PIV credentials and fingerprinting.
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Contracting Implications: OMB and Agency COVID-19 Guidance (Cont)
Contract
Exemptions

DOD Commercial Item Determination
DoD expands type of goods and services considered “commercial items” to include
medical research for vaccines and treatments, temporary structures and emergency
medical supplies in an effort to speed acquisitions.

Undefinitized Contracts
Removes restrictions on DOD usage of undefinitized contract actions for COVID19
response, consistent with other emergency response scenarios.
Removes incurred cost limit on progress payments under undefinitized contract actions
to improve cash flow to companies in response to COVID-19 effects.

Other Transaction Authority (OTA)
Allows the DOD to waive certain restrictions on the use of OTA in contracts to improve
defense industrial base liquidity, particularly among small businesses, in its response to
COVID-19.
Removes the cap on OTA use by HHS during public health emergencies and bans the
termination of such OTAs based on the expiration of a public health emergency before
completion of the terms of agreement.
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Contracting Implications: OMB and Agency COVID-19 Guidance (Cont)
Procurement
Delays

Agencies should decide on a case-by-case basis how to proceed with acquisition
activities.

Operational Re-alignment
Shifting resources to COVID-19 response and mission-critical activities, as well as
staff contracting coronavirus, may impact the number of contracting officers
available to focus on procurements in flight.

Reassessing Requirements
Agencies are likely reassessing procurements in light of changing requirements,
contract terms, and acquisition strategies. Procurement activities involving face-toface interaction that materially impact the perceived quality of proposals can also
result in delays.

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Procurement Activities: Emergency Contracting

DPA and Rated Contracts

Agency heads appoint “Authorized
Component Officials” to determine
program and material/service eligibility for
rated ordering.

Contractor must accept rated order if they are
able to meet the demand by the specified
deadline. Justification required if rejected.

Response

Eligibility
DPA

President invokes
Defense Production Act;
delegates authorities to
agency heads

Orders

Contracting officers send rated orders
to contractors who can provide
needed product or service, with
priority rating “DX” or “DO” along with
associated program code.

Conflict
Resolution

If conflicts occur form multiple
orders, contractors must
prioritize first by rating (e.g. DX
vs. DO), then delivery date,
then order receipt date.
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Procurement Activities: Emergency Contracting

Simplified Acquisitions

The Stafford Act allows for changes in certain acquisition thresholds for emergency
procurement:

Micro-purchase
Threshold
Simplified Acquisition
Threshold (SAT)

$10K
$250K

$20K

$30K

Domestic

Outside U.S.

$750K $1.5M
Domestic

Use of Simplified
Acquisition Procedures
for Commercial Buys

Outside U.S.

Up to $13M
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Procurement Activities: Emergency Contracting

Other Potential Avenues
Other Transaction
Agreements
For the development of
R&D prototypes, including
those aimed at addressing
COVID-19.
Industry consortiums
typically involved in
addressing (primarily)
DOD OTA needs.

Commercial Solutions
Opening
Allows DOD to acquire
innovative commercial items,
technologies and services,
including new R&D. Used when:
» Solutions or capabilities fulfill
a requirement, close a
capability gap or provide a
technological advancement

Letter Contracts
Allows agencies to
create a “binding
commitment” (letter
contract, undefinitized
contract) with contractors
to start work immediately
in cases where time to
negotiate is short,

» The CO anticipates
“meaningful proposals with a
diversity of technical or
scientific approaches
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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COVID-19 Reported Contract Spend

As of 4/3/20

Contract Spending by Agency

Contract
Spending

$2.1B
Top Contracts Utilized (if reported)

Top Contractors

Source: FPDS, Deltek
*USAGM – US Agency for Global Media

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Federal Contract Activity Related to COVID-19
Top Segments

Small Business Contracting
(as of 4/3/2020)

84%

16%

Other
Than
Small
Business

Small
Business
Source: Deltek
Note: Excludes non-procurement COVID-19 notices

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Procurements Delayed by COVID-19
54 Procurements Delayed Due to
COVID-19(as of 3/31/2020)

Top Departments

Top Segments

21
20
13

Site Visit/
Industry
Day

Solicitation
Delayed

Proposal
or Award
Delayed
Source: Deltek

Includes Federal Tracked Opportunities
Note: Excludes non-procurement COVID-19 notices

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Recommendations for Contractors
» Review existing contracts for all clauses relevant to contractor telework, disruptions,
cost reimbursement, etc.
» Be mindful of pricing to reduce future compliance risk; government auditors and
Inspectors General will be closely reviewing rated orders.
» Leverage your Federal Supply Chain sales practices, terms and conditions as a
reference.

» Examine the downstream impact on your supply chain and develop plans for a
diversity of scenarios.
» Reference the rated order documentation for instructions for requesting Special
Priorities Assistance for unforeseen issues, such as supply chain disruptions.
» Be prepared to move quickly on any COVID-19 rated orders, but review new
contracts closely. Speed may yield errors that could be detrimental later.
» Make sure that all required employees are aware of priority ratings on any DPArelated orders and are trained on requirements and processes.
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Recommendations for Contractors
» Due to the need for speed, expect more sole source awards. The FAR allows for
increased use with less stringent requirements under the “Unusual and
Compelling Urgency” provision of the FAR (6302-2).
» Expect disruption and delays in non-COVID procurements (e.g. RFPs, award
decisions, debriefings, etc.), especially for needs deemed non-essential.
» For projects for which you’re awaiting award, re-examine your proposal elements
against the current situation (e.g. Are critical personnel still available? Has my
supply chain been disrupted? Is our financial investment to executive the contract
still feasible?)
» If your company provides goods or services potentially needed for COVID-19
response, ensure registration in the Disaster Response Registry in SAM.

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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SLED Response Implications
Nearly $300 billion in federal aid to
COVID-19 response and business
operations

CONFIDENTIAL © Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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The Three Types of SLED Stimulus

» Federal aid to states, localities, and educational entities falls into three broad
categories:
1. Costs related to COVID-19 response: medical response, personal
protective equipment (PPE), National Guard deployment, communications,
logistics, telehealth, ventilators, vaccines, diagnostics, and medical
supplies
2. Continuation of business: replace revenue shortfalls, support transition
to telework and distance learning operations. (Can have strings attached.)
3. Supplemental support for social services:
• Child care, community development, LIHEAP
• Some targeted to emergency services for first responders and workers
in essential industries

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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COVID-19 Funding: SLED-Specific Categories
» Direct Relief: COVID response, revenue
shortfall

$B

» FEMA ($45.1B): COVID response
» Stafford ($25B): Major disaster areas
(declared states)
» Education: COVID response, continuation of
business, distance learning
» Mass Transit: Formula appropriation
» Airports: COVID response, continuation of
business
» CDC/PHEP: COVID response
» Justice/PS: (Byrne/JAG) COVID response,
continuation of business
» Elections: for security (cyber? vote-by-mail?)
Source: NCSL, Deltek

Includes funding across all 3 COVID-19 response bills
©©Deltek,
Deltek,Inc.
Inc.All
AllRights
RightsReserved.
Reserved.
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Coronavirus Relief Fund Allocation by State (Estimated)
NH

WA

VT
MT

ME

ND

OR

RI

MN
ID

WI

SD

NY

WY

CA

CO

AZ

KS
OK

NM

AK

IN

MO

DE

OH
WV
VA

KY

SC
AL

MD
DC

NC

TN

AR
MS

TX

NJ

PA

IA
IL

UT

CT

MI
NE

NV

MA

GA

$0 - $1.5B

$1.5B - $2.5B

LA
FL

$2.5B - $3.5B
$3.5B - $5B

HI
Source: Deltek using data provided by the
National Conference of State Legislatures

$5B - $10B
$10B+
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The Changed SLED Procurement Landscape
» Nearly every state (and DC) is operating under a major disaster declaration.
» Only AK, ID, MN, VT, and WY have not sought the major designation.
» States under major disaster declarations can access the $25 billion in Stafford
Act funding.
» Every state and DC is operating under an emergency declaration.
» Procurement/gift rules might be suspended for pandemic response.
» The primary goal is to facilitate the acquisition of PPE, tests, and other medical
supplies needed for immediate response.
» Expect bidding to proceed under the usual rules in all other areas.
» Cooperative purchasing:
» Coops have been revising/updating their contracts, including aggregating PPE
items into dedicated COVID response catalogs.
» Limiting purchases of PPE to medical providers only.
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Telehealth: What is addressable?
Reimbursement
for Access vs.
Grants to SLED

» $25 million to the USDA’s Rural Development Grant
Program for Distance Learning and Telemedicine Program.
» Open to SLED entities, NGOs, and businesses.
» Part of a $180 million package
» $27 billion (through FFY 2024) for the federal Public Health
and Social Services Emergency Fund for preparedness and
response activities, including telehealth.
» Telehealth is a reimbursable expense.
» $200 million supplement to FCC’s Connected Care Pilot
program. Added to $100 million original appropriate for
rural telemedicine. (Still in rulemaking process?)

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Active SLED COVID-19 Procurements
Top Requirements*

Number of Active COVID-19
Opportunities

61%
37%

2%

Pre-RFP

Post- RFP

Source
Selection

Includes 1,524 Leads, Bids, and Tracked
Opportunities
Source: Deltek

Active Opportunities by Vertical

(as of 3/31/2020)

Public Finance

34

Community Dev.

41

Social Svcs.

42

Econ. Dev./Reg.

42

Nat. Res./Enviro.

45

Health Care
Higher Education
Justice/Pub. Safety*
K-12 Education

Public Utilities
Transportation
Gen. Govt. Svcs.

Prof.
Svcs.,
231

O&M,
81

AEC,
536
IT, 106
Healt
h
94 Sv…
Other
116Svcs.,
14

77

Other
Equip. &
Supplie
s, 428

120
160
253
497
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Immediate SLED Pandemic Needs
Needs are
Driven by ShortTerm Urgency

» Health Care: All types of PPE and medical equipment
» Public Safety & Health Care: Consultants and other
professionals with experience in pandemic response.
» General Government, Judiciary, and Education: Expanded
remote communications and cooperation platforms along
with expanded cybersecurity.
» City of L.A.: Scaling from a dozen to 12K online workers
in seven days.
» General Government Facilities, Mass Transit, Public
Utilities, Corrections: Biohazard cleaning and
decontamination services.
» General Government: Expanded call center capacity with
bots and work-from-home options for agents.
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Change in Bid Volume, March 2020 vs. March 2019
WA

VT
MT

MA

OR

MN
ID

WI

SD

NY

WY

MI
PA

IA

NE

NV
CA

IL

UT

CO

AZ

KS
OK

NM

WV

TX

AK

VA

KY

> +15%
FL

National Trend: -12%

YoY Change:

GA

LA

HI

DE
MD

SC
AL

CT

NC

TN

AR

RI

NJ

OH

IN

MO

MS

Source: Deltek
(as of 04/03/20)

NH
ME

ND

(4)

+1% to +15% (11)

No Change

(1)

-1 to -15%

(10)

> -15%

(24)
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What comes after the expected dip in procurement?
SLED Stimulus
Intended to
Bridge One
Quarter

» Breaking down the national trend:
» Colleges/Universities: -26%
» Independent School Districts (ISDs): -24%
» Cities: -13%
» Counties: -13%
» Special Districts: -4%
» State Departments: +2%
» Dip in bids driven by disruptions caused by 1) transition to
remote work and 2) pandemic response in certain regions.
» Federal SLED stimulus infusion = ¼ of SLED annual spend.
Intended to replace only Q2 spending.
» State rainy day funds hit all-time high in 2019.

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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SLED Spending Eligible for Federal Reimbursement
» State of Iowa: $44 million in reimbursements from March/April for PPE such as gowns, masks, and
face shields to support the response efforts of hospitals and clinics, local governments, and certain
nonprofit entities.
» State of Georgia: $72 million for 296 hospital beds to prepare for surge of patients.
» Commonwealth of Virginia: Emergency RFI for vendors that can provide specific infection-control
products, healthcare supplies, and other emergency relief offers of assistance
» State of California: $100 million to ensure that school sites are properly cleaned and sanitized,
continued to be made safe, allow for the offering of nutritious meals, and support the maintenance of
distance learning infrastructure that is equitable and accessible to all students, he added in the
prepared statement.
» City of Philadelphia: $85 million in emergency funding to various organizations and operations
working to fight the disease outbreak, including the Emergency Food Assistance Program, BARDA
and the Hospital Preparedness Program.

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Implications for Industries
» Public Safety: Agencies will be deploying most of their resources around the clock,
putting extreme wear and tear on vehicles and field equipment and requiring routine
cleaning.
» Social Services: Agencies, particularly those in family and children’s services, will
see a flood of applications as private not-for-profit providers fail due to the
economic hiatus. This will drive needs for immediate expansion of services and
facilities.
» O&M: All public sector agencies will require decontamination services as they
gradually return to on-premises operations.
» AEC: Most previously greenlit construction projects have been moving forward
under funding secured prior to the economic hiatus. Projects and phases that are
still in the pipeline will be stalled.
» K-12 Education: Many districts have students in need of distance learning
platforms, devices, and connectivity.
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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A Look Ahead: Infrastructure Stimulus
» President Trump and Speaker Pelosi are eager to position this as round four.
» Discussions could begin as early as April 20th.
» Senate GOP leaders have been reluctant to kick start this discussion.
» Trump has cited $2 trillion as his estimate. Pelosi wants even more.
» Expect Pelosi to build on the previously announced $760 billion framework:
» $329 billion for roads and bridges
» $55 billion for passenger rail
» $30 billion for airport investments
» $50.5 billion for wastewater infrastructure
» $86 billion for expanding broadband access for rural areas, and
» $12 billion for a "next-generation" 911 system for emergency calls
» Senate leaders will wait to see what the pandemic trend portends for economic
recovery before signaling willingness to proceed.
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Recommendations for Contractors
» Verify with each local buyer whether they are operating under emergency
procurement regulations that apply to your goods or services.
» Your legal team might be very nervous.
» Be aware of any provision that provides them with more flexible terms for
payment.
» Conduct a rapid review of your presence on any statewide vehicles or cooperative
purchasing vehicles for pandemic-related items.
» Participate in buyer associations’ COVID resource centers for vendors.
» Refresh marketing outreach plans and materials to highlight your cooperative
purchasing and buyer community activities.
» Assess the status of all the bids in your pipeline on a weekly basis.
» How disrupted is the buyer in transitioning to remote work?
» Is the buyer diverting operational funds to pandemic response now or expected
to in the near future?
© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Wrap Up and Q&A

CONFIDENTIAL © Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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GovWin Coronavirus Resource Center
Visit the GovWin
Government
Coronavirus Resource
Center for research and
analysis dedicated to
helping the government
contracting community
understand and stay
informed about the
impact of response
efforts.

© Deltek, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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COVID-19 Response: Webinar Series
April 20: 1 PM ET
Implications for Architecture,
Engineering, and Construction
Firms

April 22: 11AM ET
Implications for State & Local
Contractors

April 23: 2 PM ET
Implications for Federal
Contractors

Register for the Series
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